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Liquid rises through a straw because the atmosphere pushes on the

TrUi thfe" wanga StraWS r,liquid's surface, forcing it up the straw as you reduce the pressure inside.

kd uJfh nm Put two straws 'n your mouth.

You'll need: A jar, a straw, clay or putty, hammer, nails, water. yy uUW Stick the free end of one in a

T r. I p HT jiJ Ll- - Iw 9,ass soda- - eeP the secondyv rl s jjr straw outside the glass. Now try
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Pi "tLK. cover this straw with
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Make a hole large Insert a straw and Fill the jar njf jPl 4$ "enough for a straw seal the connection with water. ys BjyK YLp 1 M wrl". y--

in the cover of a jar. with clay or putty. VLL - a Jy

Why did it happen? The surface of the water is FJj rl
not in contact with the atmosphere, so no air pressure a-1-;;:-

; Why did it happen? The open straw keeps you from

can push the water into your mouth. A strong Screw on the cover with the forming a vacuum with your mouth. The second straw is a leak
mechanical vacuum pump might be able to draw out straw in place. Now try to drink in the system. Since the presssure in your mouth remains the
the water, but the straw would probably collapse first, the water through the straw! same as the atmospheric pressure, the drink stays in the glass.

J SOURCE: Bet You Can't!, Avon Camelot

A history of border smuggling
Smuggling has been part of the South Texas economy since the Rio Grande
became the national border. The contraband has changed over the years,
depending on what people want and what is illegal.
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- 1750 1848 1 861-6- 5

Spanish settlement. Rio Grande becomes Civil War. Cotton
U.S.-Mexi- border. smuggled to Mexicans
Cattle are smuggled in exchange tor
mto both countries. gunpowder.
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The railroad comes Liquor is smuggled Marijuana and heroin
to the Rio Grande into the U.S. are smuggled into
Valley. the U.S.
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1960 1970s 1985
Marijuana smuggling Electronics smuggled Cocaine smugglinq
increases dramatically, into Mexico. increases dramatically.
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Where UNLV Runnin' Rebels eat

"The best pizza on the planet"
2 Slices of cheese Buy a large 60 oz pitcher Buy a sandwich,
pizza, large drink cheese pizza, of beer recieve a large

$1.99 recieve a 2nd $2.00 drink
one free. 12 off chicken Free

Topping! extra winffs
505 E. Twain
Foozeball Table We Deliver 735-888- 4 SatteliteTV

f LET US TYPE YOUR DISSERTATIONS,
11 THESIS, TERM PAPERS, ETC.
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X PHONE: (702) 435-756- 5 - FAX 458-500- 1

' MANY YEARS EXPERIENCE
1 1 PROFESSIONAL QUALITY AS LOW AS $1.50 PER PAGE

MARY EDWARDS We Also Do
f Owner Desk Top Publishing
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"TWO GOOD

10 BETH" DEAL

QQQ2 MEDIUM PIZZAS EACH

WITH 2 TOPPINGS FOR ONLY J
i

Even if the other guys
,

- -

had this "two good"
-

deal, you've got to

wonder: T " " l 'A
how fresh is it ""T"'"''-.- . I yJif you can't '

get it delivered sS m

in30minutes?
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IT'S TIME FOR DONO S PIZZA?1

5SS. W Call Us UNLV! 798-303- 0
pack of Coke.
diet Coke 5006 South Maryland Parkway Las Vegas

W9&9 Whm W$m ')
TtKnm I HITIhI MEDIUM PIZZA WITH I

I Pan or Original style. I Any medium or large Domino's Pizza. Pan or I p,nn i hi !
1

Additional extra. Coupon required I Original style. Coupon require i ! Prtlon W I
I Empires' In Two Weeks. ' Expifes:lnTwoWeeCs I ,0PPmg ( ldes double toppings).

1 Coupon requutd. Expires: In Two Weeks I
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